Abstract: Electromagnetic spider web the launch circuit has introduced a lot , but in the center position of the utility of the spider generally have 3 kinds of circuits respectively, the use of single-chip microcomputer circuit of the low energy consumption spider by multi-channel transmission, single circuit receiver circuit. Direct use of the 3 channels of the spider and the use of PLC circuit spider, depending on the actual situation were placed.
THE USE OF PLC CIRCUIT ELECTROMAGNETIC SPIDER
Our design is based on the theory of Maxwell's equations, making cloth discharging principle is in earthquake prone areas placed 6 to 8 groups 
THE USE OF SINGLE CHIP CIRCUIT OF LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION ELECTROMAGNETIC SPIDER

DETERMINE THE EARTHQUAKE THREE ELEMENTS
The electromagnetic spider is the core of the whole device. The basic principle is that the single chip computer software is used to determine the range of electromagnetic anomalies, and to determine the type of earthquake, the location of the epicenter and the remote alarm. The earthquake, the epicenter of the earthquake, the earthquake level, known as 
